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CASSIE’S NATURAL LOOK

This is Cassie’s daily clean, natural look. Soft-colored blush applied to apples of cheeks. Neutral shadow was used for a clean eye.  
Contour was skipped for a softer more rounded look to her facial shape. Tinted lip balm was used for just a hint of color and definition.  
A natural strip lash was added to lift the eye. By keeping her natural look very simple, it created a distinct difference between natural 

Cassie and Cassie in her disguises.



 

CASSIE AT WORK

To establish Cassandra’s basic at-work look, we landed on using taped-in hair extensions in two tones of blonde to give a highlight and 
lowlight effect. We colored Carey’s hair to match and gave a root shadow effect. Again, the heavy blunt-cut fringe becomes the anchor 

point. The styling involved various stages of naturally dried hair reinforced with a curling wand and a twist set finished with Ouai  
waving spray and finishing creme.



CASSIE’S COFFEE SHOP LOOK

The anchor to all of Cassandra’s looks is this heavy blunt-cut fringe bangs.



GAIL

Gail’s makeup was natural but very defined. Contour and highlight were used to define facial shape.  Lashes were used to emphasize  
her eyes. Her natural lip line was followed and filled in with gloss to give a natural pout. Brows were filled in with a defined arch.  

Gail’s utilitarian, urban, curly hair look was achieved with a generic lace wig that was customized to fit. We gave it a root shadow cut  
and styled it natural with very little product to keep the curls fluffy. 



CASSIE’S MOM & DAD - SUSAN AND STANLEY

The look of middle America. Very neutral shades were used, and Jennifer Coolidge’s makeup was designed to purposefully play her 
down. Brows were kept thinner and less arched, blush applied in a rounded fashion to keep facial shape softer and less defined. 

 Overall, we wanted to create a nondescript look for her and Clancy Brown, Cassie’s father. The challenge was turning a fun-loving 
blonde comedienne like Jennifer Coolidge into a seriously concerned mother. We used a medium brown lace wig and  
cut it into a layered bob with a side-swept fringe bang. For Clancy, we trimmed and styled his hair into a classic men’s  

“bombage” (pompadour) with a side part.



CASSIE VS. MCLOVIN

This is one of Cassie’s “disguises” which was really more indicative of her pretending to be someone else. She looks the part of the 
ultimate hipster girl with retro ‘70s multicolored feather ornamentation. For this look, we anchored the feathers onto another set of 
tape-in extensions for ease of application and removal. Most, if not all, of Cassie’s looks were designed with quick changes in mind.



HOMEMADE KARDASHIAN LOOK 

We wanted her makeup to look like her character did it herself, and we were conscious not to create perfection.  Carey’s face was heavily 
contoured and highlighted to make her face appear more angular for this look. Lip liner was overdrawn and nude pink gloss used to 

give the illusion of a fuller lip. A double upper lash was used for dramatic effect. 

We had to carefully brush out the morning knots, which were in from the “walk of shame” opening credits scene. We had to reverse the 
direction of the tape-in extension tabs upward to ensure that none would show through the tightly pulled-back top ponytail. We decided 

to lengthen the ponytail with yet another small hairpiece, which ultimately ended up with a rather risqué “nighttime chic” look,  
one that was quite atypical to her other evening looks.



 
“JOKER-ESQUE”

This look reflects the darkness and sadness underneath. Black eyeliner was drawn downward on the outer corner of the upper lid to pull 
the outer eye downward.  This symbolized her downhill spiral and sadness. We gave her the colorful turquoise headband to make the 

hair, in essence, disappear and not distract from this makeup moment.



THE NURSE

The wide-eyed look was created by apply-
ing liner, then softly smudged shadow and 
lower false lashes below the waterline.  
Flesh tone liner was applied to the water-
line to exaggerate the “big eye” look and a 
double strip lash was applied to the upper 
lid. Soft  natural contour and highlight was 
used. Lips were lined outside natural lip 
line for  fullness. An intense shade of fuch-
sia lip  color was used to complement the 
pink in the wig.

Once we settled on the multicolor effect 
after trying on many potential costume wig 
choices, we cut and stitched together two 
wigs to create the one wig with the heavy 
signature fringe and striped rainbow color. 
This had to be reproduced in triplicates. 
After attempting to cut that synthetic hair 
with razors, we finally resorted to using 
utility scissors, cutting it into that choppy 
blunt flip. We waved it using a steam-set 
technique and finished with the Ouai wave 
spray to separate the waves and spike the 
ends to give an edge of impending danger.






